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Striving for Excellence in Workplace Law
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Trusted Legal Advisors
 In The Modern
 Workplace







Overholt Law LLP is a Vancouver-based boutique firm providing high-quality advice and representation in the areas of employment and labour law. Our team is comprised of dedicated and committed professionals who help clients navigate through complex legal issues within the workplace.

Under the leadership of senior lawyer, Carman J. Overholt, K.C., our lawyers have built a solid reputation and proven track record for resolving employment and other legal disputes. We leverage our knowledge and skill as experienced litigators to deliver fair, effective solutions to issues that impact the everyday lives of our clients.
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Insightful Advice.
360° Perspectives.

Our firm is a true workplace law boutique. We practice in both employment and labour law. We have deep experience advising both employers and employees.

Having worked extensively on all sides of workplace disputes, we are able to offer comprehensive and creative solutions to even the most complex legal problems in the modern workplace.




More About Us











Latest From Our Labour & Employment Law Blog









Visit Our Blog














Understanding arbitration in labour and employment disputes


Navigating the complexities of labour and employment disputes can be daunting for employers. Disputes can take valuable resources away from the business, so resolving them adeptly when they arise is crucial. Arbitration has emerged as a pivotal mechanism to resolve...


read more




What should be in my executive compensation package?


Taking on an executive role is an exciting step in any employee's career and comes with the potential for various financial benefits and perks. Thus, as a new executive, understanding the intricacies of your compensation package will be vital.  Compensation beyond...


read more




Navigating the end of employment


The end of an employment relationship, whether by resignation or termination, can be more complicated than people might realize. For employers and employees in British Columbia, it's crucial to recognize the situations that could give rise to legal challenges as well...


read more















Effective Solutions
In The Full Range Of Workplace Issues
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When you turn to our firm for assistance, we promise you straightforward advice and an intelligent, practical approach to resolving all types of workplace disputes including:




	Wrongful terminations
	Human rights complaints
	Issues arising in unionized environments
	Restrictive covenants
	Contracts and severance packages


	Workers’ Compensation matters
	Occupational health and safety issues
	Privacy issues
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Consult With Our Legal Advisors




Contact us today to tell us about the opposing parties and the issue that you need resolved. You can reach us by email or by calling 778-653-7561 or toll-free at 877-296-1161.Our lawyers are ready to review your case and provide you with insights and options.




You can also reach us by email by filling out the form below.
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Overholt Law LLP Office








Contact The Office

Office Location




#601-570 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 3P1



 Vancouver Law Office Map 



Office Location

877-296-1161



Phone

778-653-7561



Fax

604-568-6552
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Office Location




Fax
 604-568-6552




Phone

778-653-7561



Toll Free

877-296-1161



 Vancouver Law Office Map 



#601-570 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 3P1












Sign Up To Our  Law@Work Newsletter




Receive Overholt Law LLP‘s newsletter containing legal updates, news and articles 
in connection with Labour & Employment and related matters.




Subscribe 


	Follow
	Follow
	Follow
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